Hidden Details
Observation Sheet
-- Level One -1.

What does Ellie dress up as for her school
play?

2.

Who do Ellie and her friends hope to see
at the movie set?

3.

What was Misha the assistant drinking
when Ellie first met her?

4.

Which of the kids wears a lion costume as
their disguise?

5.

What vegetable does Tink use to create a
light?

6.

Who is hiding beneath the maintenance
man disguise?

7.

What does Ava give back to Ellie that she
had lost?

8.

How does Fez stop Marilyn Grinko from
getting away?

9.

What fear does Ellie overcome in this
book?

10. What tickets do Tink and Fez get for
having the winning presentation?
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Hidden Details
Observation Sheet
-- Level Two -1.

Why does Ellie’s class perform at the
mansion theater instead of at school?

2.

What is in the bottle that Ellie accidentally
smashes behind stage?

3.

Where would the filming move to if they
couldn’t solve the mystery?

4.

What gets spilled on the clothes in the
costume room?

5.

What does the maintenance man smell
like?

6.

What creature left the footprints leading
to the front door of the guest house?

7.

Who was eating the apple in the mansion
loft and left a single fang mark?

8.

How do Ellie and friends get out of the
basement?

9.

Who is featured on the wanted poster
Ellie found in the bathroom?

10. What does Ellie slip on during the
Parents’ Night presentation of her play?
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Hidden Details
Observation Sheet
-- Level Three -1.

What kinds of animals are the statues in
front of the mansion?

2.

Who do the kids find staying in the guest
house of the mansion?

3.

What phrase activates the enchanted
ribbon on the diary?

4.

What does Zora the ghost-witch use to
grab objects?

5.

What does Jessica hear coming from the
loft?

6.

Behind which painting do the kids find the
first secret passage?

7.

What object do the kids accidentally pull
that opens the passage into the basement?

8.

What is the movie director wearing
around his neck to protect himself ?

9.

What is on the back of the fake wanted
poster?

10. What is Marilyn Grinko looking for in the
mansion?
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Level One Answers
A jellyfish
Potato
Hailey Haddie
Purple (blueberry) smoothie
Tink
Marilyn Grinko, Jack and Ava’s grandma
Her purple dragon necklace
Public speaking / Stage fright
Mega Adventure Land tickets
With a lasso
Level Two Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Fake jellyfish mucus
Perfume made from Jellyfish Lake flowers
Fez and Tink accidentally flooded the school gym
Fransmere, Ohio
Purple goo
Flowery sweet perfume
Wally the raccoon
Hailey Haddie
Through the magic mirror
Mothman
Level Three Answers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Chipmunk, fox, rat, and groundhog
Zora; one of the Z Sisters witches
Dear Claustra
Ghost Grab Gloves
A mysterious beeping
The Cowboy Rat
A book
Garlic
The witch’s week festival flyer
A valuable magical piece of jewelry

Answer Key

